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Electrodiagnostic Tests in Ophthalmology
The use of electrodiagnostic tests in ophthalmology has had to compete with other means of investigating eye diseases which have been very highly developed. The structure of the eye may be almost completely inspected and many clinical methods use the patient's responses to analyse functional deficits in great detail. However, a range of electrodiagnostic techniques is now available which can supplement other clinical methods and is applicable in circumstances where other clinical means fail.
The electro-oculogram (EOG) is a measure of the steady transocular potential, which enables eye movements to be recorded by skin electrodes. The eye behaves as though a continuous current generator was placed in the optic axis. The amplitude of the generator varies with the state of light and dark adaptation of the eye. The largest portion of the current is developed by the pigment epithelium, which supplies the nutritional requirements of the outer retinal layers. Hence abnormalities in this test are produced when the receptors or the pigment epithelium or the contact between the two are affected by disease processes. The potential developed by the pigment epithelium is a secretory potential and the test is very sensitive to mstabolic abnormalities, e.g. drug intoxications, vascular abnormalities.
The nervous activity of the retina can be measured by recording (using a corneal contact lens electrode) the change in the transocular potential aftcr flashes of light. If intense flashes are used, the electrical activity associated with the absorption of light by rhodopsin can be detected: this is known as the early receptor potential (ERP). The response lasts for about 1 msec. It is followed by a slower, cornea-negative response, due to activity in the presynaptic region of the receptors. This receptor potential is difficult to see in normal clinical conditions, because it is followed by the cornea-positive response of the bipolar cells, the second order neurones. These two potentials last approximately 0-2 sec and combine to give the well-known electroretinogram (ERG). Alterations in the waveform of the ERG indicate the precise position of a retinal lesion and, by using the electrodiagnostic tests mentioned above, it has been possible to separate retinal degenerations (particularly the hereditary ones) into several groups with different oetiologies.
The retinal ganglion cells and optic nerve fibres do not contribute to the ERG. Moreover, all the electrodiagnostic tests sample the activity of the entire retina. This can be of great use, e.g. in getting an overall picture of the degree of night blindness, colour vision loss or extent of a pathological process like choroiditis. However, there is the corollary that the activity of the fovea cannot be measured separately, while the macular area is naturally of especial interest to surgeons and patients: therefore attempts have been made to record solely from this area. The signals produced are very small, but can be characterized by the use of computer averaging techniques. It is best to record the evoked response from the visual cortex (VER) because about 80% of the cortical projection is foveal: part of the discrimination has already been carried out. VERs capable of detecting macular lesions have been recorded using very simple devices. There is much interpatient variability but comparison of the performance of the two eyes is easy and reliable. The VER also demonstrates central damage (e.g. in amblyopia, or myopic neglect). The technique does not depend upon the formation of a good retinal image, so the test can be carried out on patients who have opacities of the media. It is relatively new, and promises to extend the range of electrodiagnosis considerably.
Meeting June 181966 at the Institute ofAviation Medicine, Farnborough
The meeting included talks on the subject of data acquisition and processing in the fields of physiology, respiration at high altitudes and the application of radioisotopes.
